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We sent Dur-o-wal masonry wall reinforcement to school—where its effectiveness was scientifically measured by strictly impartial university research engineers. Here are facts:

When Standard Weight Dur-o-wal is used every second course, the flexural strength of a masonry wall increases 71 per cent. This can be further increased, in the good cause of permanent wall construction. When Extra Heavy Dur-o-wal is used every course, with Class A mortar, the flexural strength of a masonry wall increases 261 per cent!

Dur-o-wal, you see, is engineered—according to the fundamental truss principle which uses all of the steel in tension and working together. Make sure you get the masonry wall reinforcement that does the job. Always look for Dur-o-wal's exclusive trussed design. Stocked by more than 8,000 nation-wide dealers. See us in Sweet's!
Shillito's Department Store
Tri-County Shopping Center
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The Tri-County Shopping Center located on the first section of the Cincinnati circle freeway is the newest addition to the northern metropolitan area of Cincinnati. The shopping center is laid out on a N-S center mall pattern. This mall terminates at both ends with cross malls, and the north and south axial sites were established for department store locations.

The Shillito project occupies the north end of the center. The site slopes down to the north and is bounded by the circle freeway at this end.

The basic requirements of the store design were to establish the prominence of the Shillito location on the site, to attract maximum attention and to create a strong impression on the passing traffic. The store management dictated a rectangular plan with open floor areas of about 50,000 sq. ft. on each of three levels, no windows except for a limited amount of display space, escalators and stairs near the center of the building and partitioned space for equipment and services at the perimeter of the plan to permit free planning and flexibility for the sales areas in the main body of each level. It was decided to create and emphasize a suburban character for the building through the choice of building materials and by planning the exterior circulation about landscaped features.

The early perspective studies brought out the obvious cube mass appearance inherent with the dictated plan and necessity for maximum economy of the structure. Studies attempting to relieve the heavy massing led to the adoption of a scheme cantilevering the floor slabs 7 inches 0 feet past the outside column rows and constructing the exterior masonry walls self supporting to the ceiling line of the top level. Above this point, and at areas above the entrances, the walls were recessed back to the columns permitting a material change, softening of the exterior bulk and at the same time maintaining the required floor area.

A very careful analysis of building costs was made to achieve the optimum economy for the structure under the conditions of plan and site. A reinforced concrete frame on a 24 feet by 24 feet bay size was adopted. Shallow, wide girders, although in themselves not the most economical in design, proved least expensive when simplicity of form work, reductions of wall heights and elimination of obstructions for mechanical equipment were taken into account. Square columns were used for their adaptability to the arrangement of store fixtures.

The site was developed to provide a principal south entrance to the middle level of the store at the main mall of the shopping center. Entrances were also located on the east and west elevation of this level and serve the parking space which surrounds three sides of the building. Another principal entrance has been developed to the north at grade on the lower level. One of the most interesting spaces in the store planning occurs in conjunction with this north entrance. The lower level merchandising is devoted essentially to household items and furnishings, hardware, gifts and sporting goods. Related seasonal selling was desired in an outdoor area and has been provided flanking the entranceway. A partially covered space has been constructed with a redwood trellis type framework covered by translucent plastic sheathing. Tying in with field-stone building walls, planters and casual landscape scheme, this area creates the atmosphere and background for a garden store or seasonal special events and display. Related is a stepped area encompassing circular terraces surfaced with tanbark or colored chips serving for merchandising plants and shrubs and for outdoor play equipment. The space has been planned in anticipation of actual play use. A low stone wall contains the area and forms a seat for resting or overseeing the play activities.

Concrete folded plate construction has been used for canopies at each entrance providing weather protection and at the same time, by their undulat-
ing lines, adding both accent and relief to the massive volume of this building. The importance of each entrance has been established by the use of a colonade of steel vertical members extending through the canopies to an open lintel at the top line of the outer walls. The walls are recessed back to the column line behind this portico. This element, with its free-standing effect, tends to lighten and adds a touch of delicacy to the general effect.

Great care was exercised in the use of color for the exterior. A combination of a particular blue and white was selected early in the course of the design study and an investigation of many materials was carried out resulting in the selection of glass mosaic tile for the blue areas and split faced concrete block, 4 by 4 by 16, was chosen for the white. The rough texture of the block was accentuated by raking the horizontal joints and cutting the vertical flush with the block. The play of light and shadow on these walls from carefully placed landscaping was another feature sought to give a pleasing suburban character to the building. The walls of the lower level are constructed with fieldstone pointed with off-white mortar. They extend on beyond the building and form retaining walls, enclosing and concealing the service entrance and truck docks at the east side, and form the beautifully landscaped area at the western approach side. The blue tiles are standard Italian glass material, 1 inch by 1 inch. In order to obtain the proper scale the tile was selected in five balanced color range patterns and applied to the wall in 1 foot by 2 feet areas of each range. The material carries its full mosaic beauty at close viewing and reads with the desired scale in mosaic effect from a distance.

The folded plate canopies extend into the building tying in the entrances and show windows and creating the inside-outside transition. The main mall entrance is designed about an air door. The 24-foot wide entranceway is constructed of normal storefront, door and

North Entrance Lower Level
glass materials, but is contained within a steel framework mounted on a hydraulic lift. This permits the entire entranceway to be lowered in a cavity below. Air is supplied at a fairly high velocity through a series of nozzles piercing the canopy above and is returned through a continuous grille at the floor inside the entrance line. The grilles were fabricated with openings limited to \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch in width so that women's spike heels cannot be caught in them. The door is lowered during all open-for-business hours, and movement in and out of the building is entirely unobstructed. In event of very severe weather and for locking purposes, the doorway is raised into position and then serves as a normal entrance.

Original planning for the store layout called for a dining room to be located on the mall level adjacent to the west wall, and a meeting room for community use was planned for the top level with an inter-connecting stairway. An interesting pattern of radial terraces was developed in the landscaped area adjacent to these functions. A separate entrance was provided so that various group affairs could be scheduled in these facilities at times other than normal business hours. The terraces are planned to serve a dual purpose, the display of outdoor furniture and a place for customers to have a self-service type lunch under colorful umbrellas in a garden atmosphere. Final designation of the merchandising space placed the dining room with the meeting room on the top level. Future demand will determine whether a secondary food facility is to be provided for serving outdoor dining on the terraces.

The entrance and stairway for the community rooms have been designed as two of the decorative features of the building. A flat canopy commencing under the folded plate construction at the principal west entrance covers a walkway leading toward and becoming concentric to the terraces. The flat canopy extends into the community entrance where the blue glass tile and rough white masonry are also used. The stairs are constructed with open treads supported on a welded steel box frame rising above a planter arranged for large potted plants placed in a bed of pebbles.

Basic use studies anticipate that perhaps as much as 60 per cent of the store's business will occur in evening hours. Accordingly, studies for night lighting and effects were important. A system of floodlighting concentrating on the blue tiled areas was chosen to give accent to the unusual color arrangement of the building. The white rough masonry wall surfaces are lighted only by the borrowed light from parking lot standards permitting strong back lighting of the store signature on each elevation. A high level of light is provided under the folded plate canopies. Glass was placed between the fieldstone walls and the folded roof of the auto accessory wing at the lower level to permit using reflected light from the general store lighting to make the system of the folded plates read at night. The result gives a brilliance to all of the entrances, a glow on the white walls and sparkle to the blue glass silhouetting the porticos.

The firm of Cyrus L. Baxter & Associates has recently acquired four new partners. The firm name is now Baxter, Hodell & Donnelly with Cyrus L. Baxter, Jack E. Hodell, James H. Donnelly, James H. Preston and Melvin F. Schultz as partners.
"Where food is finest, it's cooked with GAS!"

"We're Gas Cooking enthusiasts, all right," says Emil Windmiller, owner-operator of this nationally-known drive in and restaurant. "One look at our All-Gas Kitchen would tell you that."

Yes, popular and famous Emil's Steer Inn does Cook with Gas... exclusively! Gas Cooking Equipment at Emil's consists of 4 Garland ranges, 4 Blodgett ovens, 5 Anets grilles, 2 Anets and 2 Keating fryers, a Vulcan broiler, and 2 Savory Gas toasters.

With this vast assortment of Gas Cooking Equipment, chefs at Emil's turn out, speedily and economically, a tremendous volume of fine foods, ranging from hamburgers to steaks, and including the complete line of fine baked products for which Emil's is nationally famous.

Emil's depends on automatic Gas water heating to supply the sanitizing hot water so necessary to their dishwashing operation. And all burnable trash, refuse and garbage is disposed of, automatically, without smoke or odor, by a commercial-type Gas-fired incinerator.

Take a tip from this modern restaurant and drive in. Specify Gas for all the cooking, water heating and incineration needs of your clients.

Architect . . . Loren J. Staker, A.I.A., Columbus

A Gas Company representative will be happy to work with you in selecting Gas Equipment best suited to your client's needs, or to assist with any installation problems you may have. This service is free, of course. Just contact our nearest office.
Any action is welcome on Kreolite Gym Floors with the Built-In Cushioned Flex

Typical gym floors are subject to many kinds of activities, some of which can mar and scar ordinary flooring. But, with Kreolite Flexible Strip End-Grain Wood Floors, you have flooring that welcomes any kind of action and retains its original beauty.

Durable Kreolite gym floors are also noted for their extra resiliency which makes them kinder to feet and less fatiguing. Besides being easier on the feet, Kreolite floors are also much easier on school budgets because they require less maintenance and last longer.

Write today about new Kreolite installation or replacement floors.
27th Annual Convention
of the
Architects Society of Ohio

IS SOMEONE EMBARRASSED OR JUST SHY? Miss Linda Merrill taunts and entertains the Open House gathering Wednesday.
BREAKFAST AT 8 A.M. ! ?? ! Even at this hour the Thursday morning session produces a lively exchange of views between architects and exhibitors. Members of the panel are (from the left) Architects Frank Poseler, Toledo; Hermon Brodrick, Dayton; Howard Cain, Cleveland; Harold Goetz, Middletown; and Exhibitors Jim Platt, Canton; Ralph Croghan, Cleveland; Guy Bateman, Fenton, Mich.; and Wendall Williams, Canton.

MRS. SIBYL MOHOLY-NAGY, PRATT INSTITUTE, and Robert Hastings, Smith, Hinchman & Grylls, seem dubious about the theory Herbert Swinburne, Nolan & Swinburne, is expounding. These convention speakers have come together as a panel Friday afternoon to summarize their speeches and answer questions put to them by the audience. John Sullivan, Jr., Dayton, is moderator.

PLANS FOR A DAY FULL OF ACTIVITY are outlined to (from the left) Mrs. Stanley Mitchell, Mrs. Gilbert Coddington and Mrs. Harold Goetz by Mrs. Hermon Brodrick, co-chairman of the ladies program.
### ASO Convention Prize List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prize Type</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engineering Scale—Armco</td>
<td>Pen Set—H. H. Robertson Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torch Set—M. J. Gibbons Co.</td>
<td>Aluminum Foil—Kaiser Aluminum Sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stainless Knives—Anonymous</td>
<td>Feather Duster—Darol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibachi—Central Ready Mix Concrete</td>
<td>Steak Knives—Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood Folding Door—Pella Sales, Inc.</td>
<td>Electric Drill—Seitz Hardware Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquor—Edgemont Builders Supply</td>
<td>Torch Set—Irving Supply Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash Tray—Dayton Fabricated Steel</td>
<td>Desk Set—Frey Equipment Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door Mirror—Behm Glass Co.</td>
<td>Electric Knife Sharpener—Day-Brite Lighting Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Pair Cuff Links—Allied Alum. Products</td>
<td>Sterling Expando Door Grill—Quality Alum. Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash Tray Stand—Seitz &amp; George Off. Equip.</td>
<td>Wall Mirror—Ohio Plate Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soldering Gun—Delscamp Paint &amp; Glass</td>
<td>Leather reminder—Gary Schultz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leather reminder—Gary Schultz</td>
<td>Flashlight—Majoca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 one gallon Wax—Don Mendenhall, Inc.</td>
<td>Drafting Equipment—Gem City Blue Print</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herman Miller Clock—Archie Sherrer Co.</td>
<td>Spice Safe—Aluminum Materials, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedge Clipping Set—Tischer Hardware</td>
<td>6 Maple Table Top Sets—Requarth Lumber Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slide Rule—Service Blue Print</td>
<td>Leather Suit Case—U.S. Plywood Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leather Secretary—Crume Brick Co.</td>
<td>Electric Clock—Becker-Electric Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramic Hot Pad—Gitsinger Marble &amp; Tile Co.</td>
<td>Desk Clock—Roth Office Equipment Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Buffet Patio Server—Martin Electric Co.</td>
<td>2 doz. golf balls—Minneapolis-Honeywell Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table—Trefzgers</td>
<td>Canadian Club Whiskey—Hilltop Concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Shaver—Russwin</td>
<td>Carpet 1st Aid Kit—Myron Cornish Co., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-1/4&quot; &amp; 1/4&quot; Steel Tapes—Myron Cornish Co., Inc.</td>
<td>5-1961 Appointment Calendars—Cleveland Chapter, AIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Mixer—Otis Elevator</td>
<td>THIS IS YOUR LIFE HAL GOETZ—one of dedication to your country, your community and your profession. Herman Brodrick, ASO president in 1958-59, describes the achievements in the life line of Harold Goetz up to the moment he receives the ASO Past President’s Gavel at the annual Banquet Friday. Banquet Speaker Leonard J. Currie and Mrs. Currie sit in the foreground.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Structure of Specifications

J. R. Birchfield, Sr.

This is the first of a series of articles in which the Specifications Committee of the ASO will discuss problems faced by the writer of specifications.

Recognizing the responsibility of the committee is to the entire membership and not merely to the large offices (who are already pretty well organized on specification writing) the committee is starting the series with an elementary, but basic subject, "What framework or structure should be used?"

Articles are now in preparation on (1) taking separate bids—then awarding a single contract, (2) use of a specification notebook, (3) listing of sub-contractors in "form of proposal," (4) streamlining and completeness, (5) proper trade classifications, (6) open versus closed specifications (or equal) and (7) trade association specifications, manufacturer's specifications and building code standards as a base for specification requirements. Before these are finished several others will be underway.

However the committee emphasizes that it has no desire to, and probably could not, serve as a fountainhead from which all specification information will automatically flow outward at all times. It needs, and wants, all the help it can get from anyone and everyone. That help can come in two ways—

1. By letting the committee know the most pressing specification problems facing you, so it may cover subjects of "greatest interest to the greatest numbers."
2. By giving the committee the answers you have found to specification problems so these answers may be passed along to others. These answers can be in "letter" form or as an article that can be published here, under your name.

Any questions, answers or prepared material will be gratefully accepted. Send all such material to Ohio Architect or direct to any of the committee members. They are J. R. (Russ) Birchfield, Sr., Chairman; Charles E. Firestone, II; George B. Hampton; Roy M. Lively; Michael B. O'Shea; Richard L. Tully.

Specifications are normally used for three primary purposes . . . first, for estimating; next, for establishing the basis of awarding work; and finally, for construction. The problem is to arrive at a structure that will best serve all three purposes.

In order to get a clearer understanding of what is meant by "structure" it might be well to consider what is not meant by this phrase. It is not concerned, per se, with check lists or with whether or not a "Notice to Bidders," or "Supplementary General Conditions," or "Millwork," or "Electrical Work," or any specific item is to be included in the specifications.

"Structure's" concern is for the items that are included. Good structure will result in having these items so arranged and so presented as to give to each of them the proper (not necessarily equal) degree of prominence.

Structure is also concerned with establishing a pattern, or patterns (preferably repeating within sections) that will provide maximum "findability" for the user with a minimum necessity of referring to an index or a table of contents.

The structure must be simple, logical and easily grasped by all concerned, and finally it must satisfy the requirements resulting from the method of taking bids and awarding the work.

Specification schedules, sequence lists and similar arrangements establish a standard sequence of subjects or trades and in most cases establish a sequence for subdivisions within those headings. They are fine as far as they go but they should not be, and it is perfectly clear that they were not intended to be, the principal plan or framework for your overall specification structure.

Many of these make no mention of the fact that there are such things as (1) Notice to Bidders, (2) In-
How Architects Can Get Two Birds With One Stone

A New Convenience For Architects and general contractors is provided by contract hardware distributors who are now handling Overly engineered doors in addition to their regular hardware lines.

The advantages to the architect are multiple: You receive a more certain assurance of quality and uniformity, when the contract hardware distributor coordinates both the door and hardware scheduling and engineering. The general contractor looks to only one subcontractor for the responsibility for metal doors, frames and builders hardware. You not only get what you specify, but you’ll get it faster.

Ask your architectural hardware consultant to check on the new Overly plan today.

Experience Really Counts, according to one Virginia architect. This gentleman notes the trend to substituting low price for quality as the purchasing criterion for many custom building products. As a representative of the building owner, he feels that a general contractor should only be permitted to substitute materials other than specified when an appropriate credit is given to the building owner for effecting the substitution. In his experience, substitute materials often don’t perform as represented, resulting in higher maintenance costs. Quality and experience may cost a little more, but you can’t afford to do without them.

When Special Mortising for concealed type hardware is required in doors and frames, the architect will save confusion and possible delays by indicating which openings are affected, and outlining this in the Hollow Metal Section of the specifications. This is especially important if hardware is to be purchased under an allowance, so that the door manufacturer may properly estimate the mortising charges involved at the time of bidding, and not have to seek an extra after the hardware schedule is written.

Manufacturers of hollow metal products, stainless steel entrances, architectural metal work, church spires and crosses.

“To The Point” is published for the interest of the architectural profession. Comments you write will be discussed anonymously in this column. Write: H. W. Wehe, Jr., Executive Vice President, Overly Manufacturing Company, Greensburg, Pa. Other Overly plants at St. Louis, Mo., and Los Angeles, Calif.
SPECIFICATIONS  (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE OF CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Div.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table of Contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(See Note 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(See Note 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructions to Bidders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(See Note 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modifications of Forgoing General Conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplementary General Conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(See Note 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form of Bid Bond (Form No. 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form of Performance Bond (Form No. 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form of Payment Bond (Form No. 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form of Agreement Bond (Form No. 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form of Guarantee Bond (Form No. 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form of Waiver &amp; Release of Lien (Form No. 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitution Sheet (Form No. 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Div.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(See Note 5 &amp; 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excavation and Site Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site Improvement etc. to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(See Note 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(See Note 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(See Note 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(See Note 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(See Note 8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES:
1. Note that division designation is a letter. This should contrast with section numbers and a capital letter is simpler and faster than Roman Numerals.
2. This is unnecessary in private work.
3. This is based on using AIA General Conditions.
4. All of these forms should be bound into the specifications or furnished as a part of the bidding documents.
5. This section is recommended as needed for such things as temporary buildings, grades and levels, job signs, telephones, barricades, demolition, etc.
6. These are all section headings within the division framework.
7. The “etc. to” represents all the section headings needed for this part of the project.
8. Under each of these divisions the work can again be subdivided into sections.

(Continued on Page 19)
It takes the Light touch to move merchandise!

People feel more like buying when merchandise is attractively lighted. Colors take on new sparkle and sheen. Fabrics look richer—more desirable. And nothing sets the buying mood like a bright, cheery store, dramatically lighted.

Good store lighting simply adds up to more sales. It helps attract attention, brings people in, makes them want to buy. Store employees like modern lighting, too. It boosts morale, makes them more efficient, more pleasant with customers because they're less fatigued.

Why not get the whole store lighting story? If you're in the Northeast Ohio area see The Illuminating Company's new film, "Profit and Light." A call to CHerry 1-4200, line 898, will reserve a showing for you and your associates. If you like, we'll send a lighting specialist out to your office. And in either case, there's no obligation, of course.

The Illuminating Company
ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE IN THE BEST LOCATION IN THE NATION

BUSINESS IS A PLEASURE WHEN IT HAS THE LIGHT TOUCH!

NOVEMBER, 1960
Specify this striking window beauty for your homes at surprisingly low cost

Andersen Beauty-Line Windows can add excitement and glamour to any room. Their unusually clean, simple lines add beauty to any home. Yet their total installed cost is no more—often less—than many cheap double hungs. And Beauty-Line Windows give your clients exceptional functional advantages.

They provide picture window beauty plus ventilation. They close weathertight to seal out drafts, dust, rain. Their handsome wood sash and frames are up to 1800 times more effective than metal sash and frames in shutting out heat and cold. Penetrate treats protects permanently against termite, decay. And Beauty-Lines install easily. Operate trouble-free for life.

Andersen Windows are sold exclusively through lumber and millwork dealers throughout the U.S.A. and Canada. Get full specification data from Sweet's Architectural Files, from the Ohio Andersen Distributors or write: Andersen Corporation, Bayport, Minn.

GET SPECIFICATION DATA ON Andersen Windowalls FROM THESE OHIO JOBBERS:

CINCINNATI
Acme Sash & Door Co.
1250 Tennessee Ave., MEIrose 1-4400

CLEVELAND
The Whitmer-Jackson Co.
1996 W. Third St., CHerry 1-5365

COLUMBUS
Huttig Sash & Door Co.
1791 Kenny Road, HUdson 6-4367

DAYTON
Dayton-Akron Sash & Door Co.
8 Norwood Ave., BAldwin 4-5626

MASSILLON
The Whitmer-Jackson Co.
16th St. & Harsh Ave., TEmple 3-8511

TOLEDO
Allen A. Smith Company
1216 W. Bancroft St., CHerry 4-5531
SPECIFICATIONS (continued)

At this point it might be well to point out that what has just been reviewed is a "Table of Contents" and not an "Index." Such an arrangement can be presented on a sort of combination basis by arranging the section headings (within a division) alphabetically. A true index would be much more detailed and all items would be listed alphabetically.

The structure for and within the sections occurring in Division "B" and perhaps in the other technical divisions of the specifications can be any of those previously mentioned as schedules, sequence lists, check lists or your own system. Here is where the "repeating pattern" mentioned earlier can be so helpful to everyone. Following is the pattern recommended in "Standard Specification Sequence" developed by the Joint Co-operative Committee of Greater Cleveland for Concrete Work:

(a) Refer to General Conditions
(b) Work Included
(c) Work Excluded
(d) Materials
(e) Tests
(f) Inspection
(g) Composition
(h) Method of Placement
(i) Requirement for Form Work
(j) Reinforcing Steel
(k) Method of Measurement and Payment (if used)

In the sequence given for 36 different phases of the work the first six items in each phase are the same as the (a) thru (f) given above. Whether you use this system, or another, it must be obvious that the specification user can save considerable time in finding things if he knows that a consistent pattern exists through the greater part of each section.

We now come to the actual physical make-up of each section. The following is given as a recommended guide. (The note designations at extreme left refer to comments following this typical example.)

(See note a) B-13

SECTION 5
CONCRETE WORK

(See note b) 5-1 GENERAL CONDITIONS
a. (Use paragraph covering General Conditions)

5-2 WORK INCLUDED
(See note c)
(See note d)
(See note e)
(See note f)

5-3 WORK EXCLUDED
a.
(See note g)

5-4 MATERIALS
a.
b. (See note h)

NOTES:
a. Note first the page number of B-13. The
(Continued on Page 20)
SPECIFICATIONS (continued)

numeral is of no significance but the "B" identifies it as part of Division "B." Each page should bear its division designation.

b. Instead of using letters (which limits us to 26 subdivisions) it is recommended that each principal subdivision of a section be identified by the number of the section. Thus the number 5-1 indicates that it is the first subdivision of Section 5 while the number 5-30 could show that it is the thirtieth part of Section 5.

c. In this guide the lower case letter is used to designate the breakdown of section subdivisions into paragraphs.

d. This indicates a third stage subdivision of a section without using parentheses marks.

e. It is suggested that part of 5-3 (in this case "a") state that it mentions work excluded from this section but is included in other sections of this division.

f. This paragraph can cover work omitted from this division but is included in other divisions.

g. This paragraph should designate items that will not be included in any division.

h. The use of letters or numerals within parentheses gives two more, or a total of five, stages of subdivision of a section. If it is found necessary to go beyond that, you can still make use of doubled letters or Roman Numerals. Both are unwieldy and should be used only as a last resort.

In summarizing it could be said that this is an "organization chart" for assembling specifications. We are not concerned with terminology.

We don't care what you call the various parts or stages of this framework. We do care about presenting and clearly explaining a method by which you can establish a chart that will best suit your office and your work. The method presented herein has worked successfully in an office handling a wide variety of work in projects of several million dollars each. It is simplified for small jobs and, if necessary, expanded for large ones but the basic system remains unchanged. For those offices not satisfied with the construction of their present specifications we recommend a trial of the method proposed herein.

One unknown, active TB case infects an average of nine others. Christmas seal contributions finance the search for hidden tuberculosis.
Cleveland Chapter Sells 1961 AIA Calendars

In answer to numerous requests and compliments the Cleveland Chapter of the AIA is offering its 1961 AIA Appointment Calendar to ASO members and other Ohio Architect subscribers. As the supply is limited orders should be placed as soon as possible. These calendars make excellent Christmas and New Year gifts.

The 1961 AIA Calendars including mailing envelopes are available at one dollar each from the Public Relations Committee, Cleveland Chapter, AIA, Room 808—Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15.

Unlimited Opportunity

ARCHITECT
age 21-35; degree; experienced;
natural mechanical ability —
growing manufacturer of building materials needs experienced architect with imagination and creativity to co-ordinate architectural research and sales—Salary open
ARCHITECTURAL
DRAFTSMAN
degree or comparable experience;
age 21-35; natural mechanical
ability — Salary open
WE OFFER —
job security; fully paid Blue Cross;
paid insurance; exceptional retire-
ment plan
Submit inquiries to
Donn Products Inc.
700 Bassett Road
Westlake (suburb of Cleveland)
Ohio

HERBERT A. ERF
Registered Engineer
CONSULTANT IN ACOUSTICS
3848 Carnegie Avenue
Telephone
Cleveland 15, Ohio

VARO ENGINEERS
ARThUR VAJDA, P. E.
H. S. ROCKOFF, P. E.
D. W. MCCLINTOCK, P. E.
STRUCTURAL, ELECTRICAL, MATERIAL
HANDLING, PROCESSING, SURVEYING
1641-1649 BROADVIEW AVE., MEMORIAL BLDG.
COLUMBUS 12, O.
NEWARK, O.

RUSSELL S. FLING
& ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
DESIGN — CONSULTING — REPORTS
REG. ENGINEERS — REG. ARCHITECT
101 N. HIGH
COLUMBUS 15, OHIO

CONNECTORAIL*
The New Pipe Railing System:
flush non-welded pipe railings for greatest economy!

Connectorail is a complete new system of wrought aluminum pipe railing fittings. Assembly is easier, faster, without welds or exposed fasteners. Color matches perfectly after aluminizing. These accurately fitted parts are available from stock for 1 1/4" and 1 1/2" Schedule 10 Light Wall Pipe to suit all common conditions and stair angles. Components are furnished with smooth mill finish or etched and aluminized as required.

More than 8,000 items in stock. Request special bulletin on Connectorail and AIA award winning Catalog No. 8. Phones: Carlstadt, N. J., Geneva 8-4600; Philadelphia, MArket 7-7596; New York, OXford 5-2236.

JULIUS BLUM & CO. INC., CARLSTADT, NEW JERSEY

*TRADEMARK
Fifty Years
1910-1960
dream home or nightmare?

The sewer material you specify can make the difference!

Don't let substitute pipe turn the homes you design into a nightmare of sewer-line failures. Specify never-wear-out Clay Pipe—the only pipe that is guaranteed in writing for 100 years!

Clay pipe does not corrode or deteriorate...is unaffected by sewage acids, gases, detergents, garbage...does not squash out when subjected to hot liquids. New longer lengths, equipped with research-developed, field-proven, Wedge-Lock® Factory-Made Compression Joints, assure years of trouble-free service. These new joints go together faster, yet they provide a tight, full-circumference seal that resists roots, keeps ground water out and wastes in.

Specify Clay Pipe, the only pipe with all the features you can trust. It never wears out!

*All Clay Pipe manufactured by CSP.A members is guaranteed in writing for 100 years.

CLAY SEWER PIPE ASSOCIATION, INC.
311 High-Long Building • 5 E. Long St. • Columbus 15, Ohio
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OHIO ARCHITECT
Award winning bank structure features MARIETTA precast ceramic-faced concrete panels

Winner of a 1960 AIA Merit Award for Architectural Excellence, the City National Bank and Trust Company's new East Broad Street Office, Columbus, Ohio, features clean, open styling with broad glass expanses, set off by Marietta precast, ceramic-faced concrete panels. Architects: Tully and Hobbs; General Contractor: Mulligan-Case Company; Mechanical Contractor: Wuebliner and Theado, Inc.; Electrical Contractor: Superior Electric Company.

The City National Bank and Trust Company's new drive-in banking facility adds an attractive landmark to Columbus, Ohio's mushrooming east side. It's a fine example of what can be achieved with creative design, good planning and imaginative construction.

A distinctive part of this new structure is the outstanding use made of colorful Marietta ceramic-faced panels to achieve proper balance and setting for the broad sweeps of glass.

More and more, architects turn to the versatility of Marietta precast concrete panels to attain the beauty, styling and economy they need to create modern, attractive buildings. Marietta panels are available with both textured (Marzaic and broomed) and plain surfaces in a variety of colors to achieve or accent every design motif, and in a wide range of sizes and shapes, with solid or insulation core. As a bonus, Marietta panels speed construction and cut maintenance costs. Skilled Marietta crews erect panels quickly and easily... any season of the year. Tongue and groove, with integral metal inserts, Marietta panels fit together and bolt into place fast. Marietta precast, prestressed panels give years of maintenance-free service, too.

So, when you design a building... create your design in award-winning tradition with Marietta precast concrete panels. For complete information and our new panel brochure, write today.
Architectural Models and Renderings
Ask us for quotations on models constructed in plastic and on renderings in tempera. Send plans with request.

Model of Glenwood Elementary School, Toledo, O.
Architects: Charles L. Barber and Associates

RICHARD P. HOWARD AND ASSOCIATES
7229 ORVIETO DRIVE • SYLVANIA, OHIO • PHONE: Turner 2-6135

NORMAN BRICK
For beauty and economy

The CLEVELAND BUILDERS SUPPLY Co.
1276 West 3rd Street • Cleveland 13, Ohio • MAIN 1-4300
Your dependable source for fire-safe building materials.

Here's Another Reason Why
Better Foundations
Are Built With
Armco Foundation Pipe

You can easily inspect Armco Steel Pipe Piling after it's driven—check it for alignment and watertightness.

Write us for complete data on Armco Pipe Piling and mandrel-driven Hi-Co® Pile Shells. You can specify exactly what you need from the wide range of diameters and wall thicknesses.

ARMCO DRAINAGE & METAL PRODUCTS, INC.
1820 Northwest Blvd., Columbus 12, Ohio
Middletown • Cleveland • Cincinnati